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The Biggest Moving Part in India's Economic
Supremacy in the Coming Years
It took about 58 years for India's GDP to grow to US$ 1 trillion in 2008.

The next trillion came in just another eight years.

At current growth rates, it will take about five years to get to US$ 5 trillion, and another decade to double that.

Therefore, the prospect of Indian economy moving into the US$ 10 trillion club is no longer wishful thinking.

In fact, India currently appears to be in the same position that economies like Japan, US and China were, at the
start of their growth binge.

Of course, there will be several moving parts in this. But India's energy security will be a critical one.

India's  heavy reliance  on  fossil  fuels,  especially  crude  oil,  to  meet  its  every  growing  energy  needs,  must  be
addressed first.

According to the International Energy Agency, India has already surpassed Japan as the world's third-largest oil
consumer. And according to the IEA, it  will be the fastest-growing crude consumer in the world through 2040,
guzzling ten million barrels a day, compared to 4.7 million barrels a day in 2018.

India Will Surpass Both US and China in Oil Consumption by 2040
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But in the near term, volatility in crude oil prices will remain a big concern for India. After nearly doubling from
2016 to 2018, oil  prices have corrected by nearly 40% in the past few months. US President Trump threw oil
markets for a loop when he announced exemptions for eight countries to continue importing limited amounts of
Iranian oil for 180 days (beyond the sanctions implementation deadline of November 2018).

Oil prices dropped markedly once it became clear that at least 1 million barrels per day more Iranian oil would
remain on the market.  However,  there is  a  great deal  of uncertainty  surrounding the implementation of these
exemptions.  Several  importing  countries  have  not  made  arrangements  to  purchase  Iranian  oil  until  at  least
February 2019. And therefore, prices may stay volatile in the near future.

Oil India along with ONGC accounts for around three fourths of domestic oil production. It is the second biggest
player (with regards to proven and probable oil and natural gas reserves and production) and has been offering the
best margins among the peers. The company's strategic importance to India's economy can hardly be emphasized
enough.

What also makes Oil India strategically important for India is the company's international reserves. These make
India's energy security real and provide the company a long-term source of hydrocarbons for crude oil and natural
gas production.

Oil India's Reserves Diversified Globally

Amid a weak oil and gas price scenario, the valuations of the stock of Oil India have taken a beating. The stock is
trading at a significant discount to long term average valuations.

That  said,  oil  and  gas  are  finite  resources.  At  current  price,  while  gas  production  remains  a  loss-making
proposition, even the production of oil is not viable enough at some fields for global manufacturers.

We therefore believe that this is a high margin of safety opportunity for long term investors.
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Diversified Reserves Combined with Technical Capabilities

Oil India had crude oil and natural gas domestic reserves of 78.6 million metric tonnes (MMT) and 127.6
billion cubic metres (BCM) respectively at the end of March 2018. It has exploration rights over 39 blocks
in India, out of which it has participating Interest in 10 NELP blocks. Furthermore, the company has been
effectively replenishing more reserves by maintaining the Reserve Replacement Ratio (RRR) of more
than one.

Apart from domestic reserves, Oil  India has overseas portfolio of 15 blocks spread over US,  Russia,
Venezuela, Mozambique,  Gabon, Libya,  Yemen,  Nigeria,  Bangladesh and Myanmar.  The company has
participating Interest in a multi-product pipeline in Sudan. The reserves provide Oil India a long-term
source of hydrocarbons for crude oil and natural gas production.

The  oil  and  gas  sector  is  capital  intensive  and  therefore  requires  large  funds  to  develop  a  sound
infrastructure.  With  its  long  track  record  of  operations,  Oil  India  has  developed  advanced  in-house
technical  capabilities  in  exploration-related  services  including  seismic,  drilling  and  oilfield  services,
recovery and reservoir management, etc. Furthermore, the company has accumulated a large collection
of raw and proprietary geological data relating to offshore and onshore regions in India. These proven
technical capabilities not just lower the exploration costs but also offer Oil India a competitive edge.

City Gas Distribution Could be a Shot in the Arm

Oil India's revenue stream is not just diversified in geographic terms. The company is also into allied
activities  like  transportation  of  crude  oil  and  LPG.  Besides,  it  provides  exploration  and  production
services to other upstream companies. Oil  India is focusing on vertical  integration into downstream
sectors which will offer some natural hedge from volatile crude and gas prices.

Foray into city gas distribution could be a shot in the arm for Oil India.

Along with HPCL,  Oil  India won licences for  gas distribution in Ambala and Kurukshetra  districts in
Haryana and Kolhapur district in Maharashtra in the eighth round of city gas bidding in June 2017.

HPCL already has three existing city gas distribution joint ventures-Aavantika Gas (Madhya Pradesh),
Bhagyanagar Gas Ltd and Godavari Gas (Andhra Pradesh). The company plans to invest Rs 10 billion
more in city gas ventures.

Oil India had also won city gas distribution rights for Assam in consortium with Assam Gas Company
and GAIL (India) in the ninth round of bidding in 2018.

However, the company's plans to get into city gas distribution (CGD) have been temporarily stalled by
Niti  Aayog on the grounds that  exploration companies must focus on their  core activities given the
country's stagnant oil production.

The move by the think-tank is at odds with the government's policy of encouraging integrated oil and gas
businesses in the public sector via mergers of PSUs to create world-class entities. Last year, ONGC, the
country's largest explorer, acquired 51% in downstream company HPCL under a government directive.

Also, oil marketing companies like IOC and BPCL have interests in domestic and overseas exploration

How Will Oil India Improve Its Fortunes?
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blocks and crude and product pipelines.

It is therefore expected that over time before Oil India will address the apprehensions of the Niti Aayog
and add CGD to its revenue stream.

City Gas Distribution and Oil Transportation Could Boost Revenues

Strong Financials Support Dividend Payments and Buybacks

Oil India has shown good resilience in the worst of times. Even in the years when the company fetched
significantly lower realization, it managed to stay afloat thanks to a strong balance sheet. Its average
return on equity over the past five years has been around 11%. As oil and gas prices recover, upstream
companies with significant national strategic importance like Oil India could have a huge upside.

Despite being in a highly capital-intensive business and operating in the stifling regulatory scenario, the
company's debt-to-equity ratio has been benign (below 0.5x). The cash flow from operations has been
consistently positive.

A high dividend payout (43% in FY18 and a yield of over 7%) further offers an inbuilt margin of safety.

The company's  strong  liquidity  position with  cash  and  liquid  investments  of  over  Rs  30  bn  further
strengthen the credit profile. This is after completing the buyback of 4.4% shares for Rs 10.8 billion in
November 2018.

Risk related to E&P business

The E&P business is  a  highly capital  intensive business with long gestation period.  The exploration
activity involves high uncertainty with respect to estimation of reserves as it is a function of the quality

Key Challenges for Oil India
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of the available data and the engineering and geological interpretation. Results of drilling, testing, and
production may substantially change the reserve estimates for a given reservoir over a period of time.

The  company  has  been  making  significant  investments  in  exploratory  and  development  drilling,
acquisition of assets and in expanding in the downstream sector. Any delay in project execution could
lead to cost overrun, thus lowering the returns for investors. Also, in case oil and gas price fall further, it
could lead to impairment in reserves.

Regulatory risk

Oil  India  Ltd  is  a  public-sector  company and  is  vulnerable  to  adverse regulatory  developments and
policies in  the  sector.  In  the  past,  huge subsidies and adhoc decisions on the same have  been  an
overhang on company's performance and valuations. While subsidy burden has come down due to fall in
oil price and fuel price deregulation, the sharing mechanism remains adhoc and is a matter of concern.

One  of  the  major  factors  which  impacts  OIL's  profitability  and  cash  accruals  is  sharing  of  under-
recoveries arising from discount allowed to oil refineries. As the decision related to under-recoveries is
governed by GoI, any adverse policy decision might negatively impact the company's profitability.

Another issue that deserves a mention here is regarding royalties that the company had been paying to
state governments. The company had been paying royalty to the Assam government on post discount
crude  price  (crude  price  realization  net  of  subsidies).  It  was  then  directed  to  pay  the  same  on
pre-discount basis (gross crude price).

Oil India paid differential royalties to the tune of Rs 11.5 billion for the period from February 2014 to
December 2016.

While the central government reached an understanding with state governments to pay the royalties on
behalf of Oil India, any change in government policy in this regard can lead to a significant outlay for the
company.

Adverse macroeconomic factors

Oil price, gas price and exchange rates are the three key variables that influence the performance of the
company. While oil prices are near their lows, gas prices remain lower than the average in last few years.
Again, while oil  and gas are priced in dollar,  the major cost is borne in rupees,  making performance
vulnerable to exchange rates. Any adverse development with regards to these macro factors can have
an adverse impact on the company's performance.

Oil India is the second largest national oil and gas company in India (based on total proved and probable natural
gas reserves and production) engaged in the business of exploration, development and production of crude oil and
natural gas, transportation of crude oil and production of LPG. It also provides various E&P related services and
holds 26% equity in Numaligarh Refinery Limited and 5% stake in Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.

The story of Oil India Limited (OIL) traces and symbolises the development and growth of the Indian petroleum
industry. From the discovery of crude oil in the far east of India at Digboi, Assam in 1889 to its present status as a
fully integrated upstream petroleum company, Oil India has come far. The company was awarded Navratna status

More about India's Second Largest Oil & Gas Company
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in 2010. Currently, 66.13% stake in the company is owned by the government.

The company boasts of a strong reserve base and enjoys 2P (proved plus probable) reserves of over 220 mmtoe
and a reserve replacement ratio higher than one.

Since the Government of India is the majority stakeholder in OIL, the operations and prospects of the company
mainly  depend  on  Government's  regulations  and  decisions  which  may  or  may  not  be  in  the  interest  of  the
company or in line with what the management believes. Having said that, the company's management includes
people with strong industry experience and knowledge.

Mr. Utpal Bora Chairman & Managing Director - Mr Bora has a rich and varied experience of over 33 years in the
E&P Sector.  He served in various capacities at ONGC Ltd. including OVL, the  international branch of ONGC in
various activities. He is credited with turning around ONGC's highest producing onshore Asset and steering it
towards newer heights. Under his leadership the Mehsana Asset received the Best Onshore Award of ONGC last
year. On the educational front, Mr. Utpal Bora holds the degree of Bachelor of Technology in Petroleum Engineering
from the prestigious ISM, Dhanbad, an Advanced Management Certificate from IIM, Lucknow and has completed a
Leadership Development Programme from ISB, Hyderabad.

Mrs. Rupshikha Saikia Borah Director (Finance) - Ms. Borah has to her credit over 30 years of rich experience in
diverse fields of Financial Management, Audit and Strategic Planning. She had been honoured with the 'Best CA
Professional Woman Achiever Award' by The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and had also received a
special commendation "Petrofed Woman Executive of Oil & Gas Industry Award" by Petrofed, India. Ms. Borah is a
post  graduate  in  Commerce  from  Delhi  School  of  Economics  and  has  the  distinction  of  being  the  first  lady
Chartered Accountant from the North-East India. Her laurels include the prestigious Fulbright Hubert Humphrey
Fellowship, USA.

In order to further improve our risk analysis of companies we have come out with a revised Equitymaster Risk
Matrix (ERM®). The ERM® is broken down in to 4 sub heads namely industry risk, performance risk, management
risk and balance sheet risk. (For details please refer to the ERM® at the end of the report).

Regulatory Risk

Some businesses are subject to regulations by external  government agencies. These companies are
subject to regulatory risk since they do not have the liberty to operate in a free environment. Excessive
regulations can create bureaucratic hassles and impede growth. Thus, higher the regulation, higher is
the risk for any business. Oil and gas industry suffers from multiple regulations, right from fuel pricing to
subsidy sharing. Based on these parameters, we have assigned a rating of 1 to the company.

Cyclicality Risk

An  industry  cycle  is  characterized  by  an  upturn  as  well  as  downturn.  Businesses  whose  fortunes
typically  swing  with  industry  cycles  are  known as  cyclical  businesses.  Cyclical  businesses  do  well
during  an industry  upturn  and vice  versa.  On the  other  hand, there are  some businesses  based on
consumption stories that are non-cyclical. These businesses are immune to industry cycle changes and

A Word About the Management

Key Management Personnel

Risk Analysis
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have less risk. In short, if the business is cyclical higher is the risk. The oil and gas industry is closely
linked to GDP growth as well as other macro-economic factors. Based on this, we assign a rating of 2.

Competition Risk

Every industry is characterized by competition. However, some industries where entry and exit barriers
are  typically  low have  higher  competition  risk.  Low  barriers  mean  more  players  can  enter  into  the
industry there by intensifying competition. Low product differentiation also intensifies competition risk.
Oil and gas is a regulated sector in India. The entry barriers and capex requirements are huge. However,
there is decent number of players operating currently. As such, we assign a score of 4 to the stock on
this parameter.

Sales Growth

Over the eight year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) we
expect sales CAGR of 4.1%. We assign a risk rating of 2 to the stock on this parameter.

Net Profit Growth

Over the eight year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) we
expect net profit CAGR of -1.2%. One must note that we expect the profits in the long term to be higher
than the profit in FY18. The reason the growth seems negative is due to larger base of profit in preceding
years  when  oil  and  gas  prices  were  higher.  We  assign  a  risk  rating  of  1  to  the  stock  on  this
parameter.

Operating Margins

Operating margin is a measurement of what proportion of a company's revenue is left over after paying
for variable costs of production such as raw materials, wages, and sales and marketing costs. A healthy
operating margin is required for a company to be able to pay for its fixed costs, such as interest on debt.
The higher  the  margin,  the  better  it  is  for  the company as it  indicates its  operating efficiency.  The
average operating margins over the 8-year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for
the next 3 years) stand at 35% for OIL,  which is decent.  We therefore assign a score of  8 to the
company.

Net Margins

Net margin is a measurement of what proportion of a company's revenue is left over after paying for all
the  variable  and  fixed  costs  inclusive  of  interest  and depreciation  charges.  Net  margin  is  the  final
measure of profitability. It reflects the total profits the company takes home. Higher the margin, better it
is for the company as it indicates better pricing power and effective cost management. The average net
margins over the 8-year period for OIL (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3
years) stand at 20.5%. Hence, we assign a score of 8 on this parameter.

Return on net worth (RoNW)

RoNW is an important tool to assess a company's potential to be a quality investment by determining
how well the management is able to allocate capital into its operations for future growth. A RoNW of
above 15% is considered decent for companies that are in an expansionary phase. The average RoNW
over the 8-year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) stands at
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10.2%. Thus, we assign a score of 4.

Earnings Quality

This measure helps us assess the quality of earnings reported by the company. For instance,  some
companies may follow aggressive accounting practices and recognize revenues earlier than warranted.
Earlier recognition of revenues boosts profits. However, at the same time they do not generate sufficient
operating cash flow (OCF). This signifies debtors are not liquidated on time as sales were booked in
advance. Such companies face working capital issues and their quality of earnings is poor. We assess
earnings quality by dividing operating cash flow to net profits. Higher the ratio better is the quality of
earnings. The average OCF/net profit ratio for OIL over the 8-year period (actual history of past 5 years
and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) stands at 2.3 times. We assign a high score of 9 on this
parameter.

Transparency

Transparency is the key to any business. Transparency can be gauged by assessing the past dealings of
the company with various stake holders be it the customers, suppliers, distributors or shareholders. The
easiest way to gauge the same is checking the level of disclosures in the company's quarterly financial
updates  and  communication  with  minority  shareholders.  Most  importantly,  the  management's
willingness to explain its stance if there is a negative development in the company or stock shows its
forthrightness. The upstream energy sector in India is highly regulated and is bogged down by lack of
clarity on multiple issues. While there are no issues with the management,  since major control is of
government and the decisions are ad hoc, there remains ambiguity. As such, we assign a rating of 4.

Capital Allocation

Apart from honesty, capital allocation skills are equally important in assessing management quality. By
capital allocation we mean how the management chooses to deploy capital in the business or across
businesses.  Managements  that  have  in  the  past  destroyed  shareholder  wealth  by  diversifying  in
unrelated,  unviable  businesses  or  make  expensive  acquisitions  would  rank  low  on  this  parameter.
Further managements that focus on capital intensive growth at the cost of profitability would also fetch
a low rating. The management of OIL has been reasonably successful in capital allocation, considering
the regulatory constraints and volatility in fuel price it has been facing. That said, going forward, the
company has significant capex plans. As such, the allocation skills as such will be better judged in the
times to come. We assign a score of 5 to OIL on this parameter.

Promoter Pledging

Promoters typically pledge their shares to take a loan which is generally infused in the company. This
exercise is generally resorted to when all other sources of external liquidity dry out. The risk with this
strategy arises when share price falls. This triggers margin calls. If management is unable to provide
some sort of a collateral to the lending party from whom the money is borrowed that party may sell the
shares to recover its money. This accentuates the share price fall. Hence, higher the promoter pledging
higher is the risk. With none of the promoters' equity being pledged we assign the score of 10.

Debt to Equity Ratio

A highly leveraged business is the first to get hit during times of economic downturn, as companies have
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to consistently pay interest costs, despite lower profitability. We believe that a debt to equity ratio of
greater than 1 is a high-risk proposition. The average D/E ratio over the 8-year period (actual history of
past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) comes at around 0.4. As such, we assign a score
of 8.

Interest Coverage Ratio

It  is  used  to  determine  how  comfortably  a  company  is  placed  in  terms  of  payment  of  interest  on
outstanding debt.  The interest  coverage ratio is calculated by dividing a  company's  earnings before
interest and taxes (EBIT) by its interest expense for a given period. The lower the ratio, the greater are
the risks. OIL's company interest coverage remains comfortable  but has come down over the years.
Hence, we assign a score of 6.

It may be noted that leverage, return generating capability, earnings quality and management risk get the
highest weight in our matrix. Hence, scores assigned to these factors influence the overall score.

Considering the above analysis, the total ranking assigned to the company is 72 that, on a weighted basis, stands
at 5.6. This makes the stock a medium-risk investment from a long-term perspective.

ERM®

Regulatory risk $ 1 5.0% 0.1

Cyclicality risk $ 2 5.0% 0.1

Competition risk $ 4 5.0% 0.2

Sales growth 2 5.0% 0.1

Net profit growth 1 5.0% 0.1

Operating margins 8 5.0% 0.4

Net margins 8 5.0% 0.4

RoIC / RoNW 4 10.0% 0.4

Earnings Quality (OCF/PAT) 9 10.0% 0.9

Transparency $ 4 10.0% 0.4

Capital allocation $ 5 10.0% 0.5

Promoter pledging $ 10 10.0% 1.0

Debt to equity ratio 8 10.0% 0.8

Interest coverage ratio 6 5.0% 0.3

Final Rating# 72 5.6

*Excluding extraordinary gains
For qualitative factors, denoted by $ sign, lower the risk, higher the rating.
For any risk parameter if the score is below or equal to 4 it indicates high risk.
The risk score of these parameters is highlighted in red color.
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Updates On OIL INDIA LTD.:

Previous Reports   Add: Alert | Portfolio

Market Data

Price On Reco. Date (Rs) 169 (BSE)

CMP - BSE / NSE (Rs) 169 / 170

Change Since Reco.  0.2%

52-week High/Low (Rs) 258 / 169

NSE Symbol OIL

BSE Code 533106

No. Of Shares 1134.9 m

Face value 10

FY18 DPS 14.8

Dividend Yld (FY18 at current
prices)

8.7%

Free Float 52.4%

Market Cap (Rs m) 191,798

Premium Search

Rs 100 Invested Is Now Worth

View Updated Chart

Stock Price Performance

  Oil India Index*

Over 1 Year -31% 3%

Over 3 Years 3% 53%

Over 5 Years -28% 72%

* BSE Sensex

Shareholding (%, Dec-18)

We
recommend
subscribers to
consider
buying the
stock of Oil
India Ltd at
the current
price or lower.

For risk parameters where the score is above 4 riskiness is low.
The risk score of such parameters is highlighted in grey.

The  current  pricing  scenario  for  oil  and  gas
companies  remains  challenging.  We  believe
that price levels for such finite fuel resources
will normalize at higher price levels in the long
term.

After  years  of  operating under  huge subsidy
burden,  post  the  fuel  reforms,  the  subsidy
burden for oil  and gas companies had come
down significantly in the last two years. With
the possibility of high fiscal deficit, the risk of
subsidy  sharing  is  again  on  the  horizon.  However,  we  believe  that  the
current valuations factor in such risks.

In the longer term, company's active strategy of vertical integration into
downstream sectors such as refining, retailing, distribution etc will give it
a natural hedge against vagaries of oil and gas prices.

What  also  gives  us  confidence  about  Oil  India's  prospects  is  a  strong
balance sheet, robust quality of earnings and strong margins even in the
times when the business has been challenged on multiple fronts.

At the current price, the stock is trading at a price to book value (P/BV)
multiple  of  0.6  times  its  estimated  adjusted  book  value  in  FY19.  The
dividend yield at current price is almost 8.8%.

We recommend subscribers to consider buying the stock of Oil India Ltd
at the current price or lower.

The target price of Rs 265 offers an upside of 57% or a CAGR of 16% over
three years.

According to us, no single stock should comprise more than 3-5% of one's
portfolio. Please note that this allocation will vary from person to person.
For something that works best for you, we recommend you talk to your
investment advisor.

There are multiple variables affecting the upstream oil and gas companies
-  oil  prices,  gas  prices,  subsidies,  exchange  rates,  production volumes,
regulations  and  so  on.  Most  of  these  factors  are  governed  by  macro-
economic factors and difficult to predict in advance. Since earnings for
these companies are quite sensitive to volatile crude oil and gas price and
exchange  rates,  for  long  term  investors,  we believe  it  makes  sense  to

Why Is the Stock Worthy of Investment

Valuations Rationale
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Promoters 47.6

Banks, MFs, FIs 16.0

Other Institutions 8.5

Indian Public 27.7

Others 0.3

Total 100.0

value Oil India on a price to book value basis.

While  we  have  factored  an  improvement  in  oil  and  gas  price  in  our
estimates,  keeping  in  mind  the  uncertainties  on  the  business  and
regulatory front, we have been conservative in valuing the company. We
have used a target price to book value multiple (adjusted for good will) of
1.2 times.

The  stock is  currently trading at  0.8  times FY19 estimated unadjusted
price to book value and 0.6 times adjusted price to book value, which are
at a significant discount to median valuation multiples.

More On OIL INDIA LTD.
All Recommendation Reports | Latest Update | Latest Stock Quote

Financials At A Glance

Sales 98,841 95,664 106,978 125,557 131,372 133,968

Sales Growth (%) -1% -3% 12% 17% 5% 2%

Operating Profit 34,814 31,205 39,275 43,945 44,666 45,549

Operating Profit Margin (%) 35% 33% 37% 35% 34% 34%

Net Profit 18,148 10,720 19,328 25,830 26,905 26,924

Net Profit Margin (%) 18% 11% 18% 21% 20% 20%

             

Balance Sheet

Current Assets 144,100 118,930 85,084 90,926 91,134 92,285

Fixed Assets 120,736 124,440 133,085 137,483 142,138 145,654

Investments 54,163 263,116 260,513 260,513 260,513 260,513

Other Assets 66,524 5,856 7,662 7,662 7,662 7,662

Total Assets 385,524 512,343 486,345 496,586 501,448 506,115

             

Current Liabilities 37,660 85,402 43,781 45,926 46,285 46,445

Debt Funds 93,170 89,475 106,898 106,898 106,898 106,898

Net Worth 225,419 295,194 290,300 298,396 302,899 307,406

Other Liabilities 29,275 42,273 45,365 45,365 45,365 45,365

Total Liabilities 385,524 512,343 486,345 496,586 501,448 506,115

Valuations

Revenue (Rs mn) 98,841 95,664 106,978 125,557 131,372 133,968

PAT (Rs mn) 18,148 10,720 19,328 25,830 26,905 26,924

Adj. EPS (Rs) 16.0 9.4 17.0 22.8 23.7 23.7

Price to earnings (x) 10.6 17.9 9.9 7.4 7.1 7.1
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Price to sales (x) 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.4

Price to book value (x) 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6

HDFC Bank reported 21.9% YoY growth in net interest income on the back of 24% growth in loan book and 22%
YoY growth in deposits during the quarter  ended December 30th.  Growth in net  profits was 20% YoY for  the
quarter. Net interest margins also remained stable at 4.3%. With capital adequacy ratio over 17.3%, the bank is well
funded for growth. The bank's gross NPA at 1.38% and provision coverage ratio of 70% make the asset quality one
of the best in the sector. Combined with floating provisions, the total provisions are 115% of gross NPAs.

At the current price, HDFC Bank trades at about 5.5 times latest adjusted book value.

Infosys reported Q3FY19 revenue growth 10.1% YoY in constant currency terms. The company, raised its growth
forecast to 8.5-9% from 6-8% earlier.

The company delivered operating margins of 22.6% against the guidance of 22 to 24%, which remained the same
as the previous quarter.

Despite a good showing on the revenue front, Infosys's net profit fell 12.2% sequentially to Rs 36 billion in the
quarter in focus.

In the quarter ended December 2018, Infosys won $1.5 billion in new deals.

The company also announced a buyback of 103 million shares at Rs 800 each,  subject to approvals.  We will
update subscribers about the buyback once the details are finalized.

On a trailing twelve-month (TTM) basis, Infosys' price to earnings ratio stood at 21.6.

On a month on month basis, the BSE Sensex was up by about 3%. Despite a negative start to the month, domestic
markets managed to slowly claw back gains on the back of lower crude oil prices and a stronger rupee. Indian
equities  have stood their  ground amid an uncertain global scenario.  Failure of the Brexit  vote,  and a  slowing
Chinese economy dwelled on sentiments of global market participants.

While the domestic markets have held steady, a slew of macroeconomic events, including the Budget due on 1
February are sure to add volatility in the mix.

A dreary global scenario, will only add to the uncertainty. Further. as we move into an election year, markets are
expected to be volatile. And that volatility is bound to throw up opportunities to lap up the choicest of stocks at
safe valuations. We'll be sure to keep an eye out.

In this month's performance review, there are changes in the views on some fundamentally strong stocks that
were already part of Open position. We have discussed about them below.

The stock of Balkrishna Industries has corrected over the last one month, and is now within our best buy zone.
Note that we had recommended subscribers to consider taking a partial exposure in a special update earlier this
month.

December 2018 Quarter Result Updates of StockSelect Open Positions

Performance Review
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With the latest correction, subscribers can consider putting in 100% of their intended amount in the stock. We
change our view from Partial Buy (50%) to Buy for Balkrishna Industries.

Subscribers can consider increasing exposure to Balkrishna Industries to 100% of their intended amount.

In the Performance Review table, click on the stock name to see past recommendations on it, click on the price as
on date to see the stock price chart and click on the current view to see the latest update and view on the stock.

StockSelect Open positions as on 23rd January 2019

ONGC 23-Jan-15 Buy 232  Under
Review 

145 -38% Hold -

Axis Bank 25-Aug-15 Buy 502 704 660 31% Hold 7%

Glenmark Pharma 22-Dec-15 Buy 938 1,140 647 -31% Hold 76%

HDFC Bank 25-Feb-16 Buy 944 1,832 2,147 127% Hold -15%

HDFC 25-Feb-16 Buy 1,042 2,195 2,003 92% Hold 10%

Cipla 23-Mar-16 Buy 533 690 511 -4% Hold 35%

Tata Motors 25-Jan-17 Buy 548 654 181 -67% Hold 261%

IDFC Capital First
Bank

23-Feb-17 Buy 63 84 46 -27% Hold 82%

IDFC Ltd 23-Feb-17 Buy 53 62 42 -21% Hold 48%

Lupin Ltd 31-Mar-17 Buy 1,441 1,507 866 -40% Hold 74%

Infosys 26-May-17 Buy 498 786 743 49% Hold 6%

LIC Housing
Finance

29-Dec-17 Buy 565 773 474 -16% Buy 63%

Rural
Electrification
Corporation

22-Jan-18 Buy 156 205 123 -21% Hold 67%

UPL Limited 28-Mar-18 Buy 728 1,059 767 5% Hold 38%

Bharat Electronics
Ltd

27-Apr-18 Buy 133 160 86 -35% Buy 85%

Mahanagar Gas
Ltd

23-May-18 Buy 796 1,161 906 14% Buy 28%

GE Shipping 4-Jul-18 Buy 269 371 311 15% Hold 19%

Cochin Shipyard 6-Jul-18 Buy 426 585 362 -15% Buy 62%

Hero MotoCorp 24-Jul-18 Buy 3,101 4,364 2,795 -10% Buy 56%

Yes Bank 21-Sep-18 Buy 227 370 192 -15% Buy 93%

Castrol India 4-Oct-18 Buy 141 225 166 18% Buy 36%

CRISIL 19-Oct-18 Buy 1,473 2,066 1,644 12% Buy 26%

Bharat Forge^ 27-Dec-18 Buy^ 505 640 476 -6% Buy^ 34%
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Balkrishna
Industries*** !!

7-Jan-19 Buy 884 1,176 863 -2% Buy 36%

Oil India*** !! 23-Jan-19 Buy 169 265 169 0% Buy 57

***Change in view or target price
^Partial exposure: Buy 50% of total buy at recommended price.
!! Price as on 23 January 2019
##Please note: Subscribers must note that stocks with the highest expected returns may not necessarily be fundamentally the safest ones to invest your money.
These stocks also need to be evaluated on various qualitative parameters like management quality, competitive advantage and stability in earnings and profit
margins. We strongly recommend subscribers to go through our latest updates on all stocks before making any investment decisions.

As you are aware, the list of top stocks allows subscribers to choose a handful of Best buys from amongst our buy
recommendation. The 'must have' criteria for stocks to be eligible in the list of best buys are a high rating on the
ERM®. The additional level of filter will be their return potential over a period of three years. But as you understand,
the list will not be static but will evolve over time.

The valuations for most of the safest bluechips currently stand fairly expensive. The list for this month comprises
of Mahanagar Gas, Bharat Electronics, Castrol, CRISIL, Cochin Shipyard, Hero MotoCorp and Balkrishna Industries.

As you can see in the Performance review, there are several other stocks on which we have recommended buy due
to attractive valuations. However, most do not make it to the list of top 5 as their ERM® score do not meet the
stringent criteria for featuring in the list. As we had told you earlier, while we will aim to have 5 stocks in this list
every month, there could be exceptions once in a while.

Please do pay attention to our latest views on the stocks mentioned in this list every month. According to us, in a
scenario of ideal allocation of funds, bluechip stocks could be considered to comprise at least 60% of one's total
equity portfolio. Further, we believe that a single bluechip stock should ideally not form more than 5-6% of the total
portfolio. However, please note that this allocation will vary from person to person. For something that works best
for you, we recommend you talk to your investment advisor.

Here is our list of Top Stocks To Consider Buying

Mahanagar Gas

Bharat Electronics

Castrol

CRISIL

Cochin Shipyard

Hero MotoCorp

Balkrishna Industries

The Top Stocks to Consider Buying

Mailbag
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Question 1: What is the view on the Gruh Finance - Bandhan Bank merger? How does it impact HDFC?

Answer: Bandhan Bank's decision to acquire Gruh Finance, one of the most healthy and profitable housing finance
companies in the country, like its parent HDFC, is not just based on growth. And certainly not to only reduce the
promoter's stake. Rather the managements of Gruh Finance, HDFC and Bandhan Bank are already preparing to
leverage tailwinds that their competitors are yet to recognize.

Both Gruh Finance and Bandhan Bank have witnessed the impact of India's financial inclusion drive first hand.
Rather, both have been part of the rural economy for years. The former offered mortgage credit and the latter -
micro loans to the unbanked population.

Compared to any other large public or private sector banking entity,  Bandhan Bank and Gruh Finance have a
natural advantage. Over the past decade both the entities have honed their credit appraisal skills while lending to
the self-employed and unsecured borrowers.

So, even at a time when the sector's NPA levels are close to historic peaks both the entities have no provisioning
worries.

Putting the two together, their individual strengths and their collective ability to leverage the progress of Jandhan,
the merger of Gruh Finance and Bandhan Bank seems to be a long-term positive for the financial sector. The
stocks of Bandhan Bank and Gruh Finance, however, do not offer enough margin of safety despite the correction.

HDFC Ltd., which remains a big stake holder in the combined entity, is the biggest gainer in this merger. There is,
however, no change in our view on the stock.

Warm regards,

Tanushree Banerjee (Research Analyst)
Editor, Stock Select

Tanushree Banerjee (Research Analyst), is the editor of Stock Select and, ValuePro
Equitymaster's oldest recommendation services. She is also the editor of
Equitymaster's most popular newsletter read by over 300,000 subscribers, The 5
Minute WrapUp. Tanushree started her career at Equitymaster covering the banking
and financial sector stocks and scrutinising RBI policies. Over the last decade, she
developed Equitymaster's research processes that helped us pick out various
multibaggers, across all sectors. A firm believer of "safety first" when it comes to

investing, Tanushree closely follows the investing philosophies of Warren Buffett, Jeremy Grantham, and Joel
Greenblatt.

Stock markets tend to be very volatile. And putting too much money in a single stock
can be very risky. In our view, large cap/ blue-chip stocks are the safest of the lot.
Because of their large size, they may not grow as fast as small caps or mid caps. But
they are relatively more stable and resilient to negative macroeconomic developments.
This keeps them in good stead over the long term and makes them reliable wealth
creators.

According to us, large cap/ blue chip stocks should comprise at least 60% of one's
total equity portfolio.  However,  a single large cap/ blue-chip should not form more

Where StockSelect Fits In...
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than 5-6% of the total portfolio.. This allocation will of course vary from person to person. For something that works best for you,
we recommend you talk to your investment advisor.

These are some of the Most Frequently Asked Questions on StockSelect. Please view the others here.

If the stock price runs up post the recommendation and trades at levels higher than the
buy price, should one still buy the stock?

Please  note  that  the  bluechip  stocks  typically  recommended  in  StockSelect,  in  general,  have  large  market
capitalization and sufficient liquidity. As such, a spurt in the stock price, if any, post our recommendation, would
be marginal. If the stock price moves up sharply, we recommend subscribers to consider waiting till  the initial
volatility settles down and the stock falls back in the 'buy' zone.

Can there be an overlap or contrary views on the stocks recommended under this service
and that of the other Equitymaster services?

Each of our product teams, be it StockSelect, Hidden Treasure, Smart Money Secrets or The India Letter, has its own
unique screen and checklist for selecting and recommending stocks. In rare cases, where there is a compelling
proposition to recommend a stock in more than one service simultaneously, there could be an overlap in stocks.
There could be contrary views on the same stock in different services, only in rare cases, where the investing
tenure or the investing philosophy of the two products are very different.

What does 'Closed Position' mean?

StockSelect recommendations are meant to meet the target prices within a time frame of three years. So when the
stock meets target price or completes the time frame we 'close the recommendation'. However, since we keep
reviewing our assumptions and estimates for the stock even in the interim, the view or target price on the stock
may  warrant  a  change.  This  could  be  a  revision  upwards  or  downwards.  In  such  cases,  if  the  previous
recommendation  on  the  stock  is  no  longer  valid  we  close  that  recommendation.  So  we  essentially  close
recommendations either by giving a Sell view or putting out a changed view.

How to read the returns calculations?

For positions that are not closed returns are calculated from date of recommendation till date.

For closed positions, there can be two types of calculations.

Assuming we initially gave a Buy on a stock with no subsequent recommendations on the same stock.
In that case the calculation is fairly simple. The returns shown in this case is simply the change in stock
price from the date of recommendation till the date on which the position was closed.

Now let us take a case where we initiated with a Buy (1st position) and subsequently came with another
recommendation  (2nd  position)  on  the  same  stock.  Let  us  assume  that  the  subsequent
recommendation was also a buy.  In such cases,  the return calculation depends on whether the 1st
position is closed or not. If the first position is closed before we reiterate buy then the return on the first
position  will  be  calculated  as  shown previously.  However,  if  1st  position was not  closed  before  we
reiterated buy, then the return calculation is from the earlier buy recommendation till the date on which
the position was closed. Basically where we have reiterated view on a stock we try to show cumulative
returns. The same logic applies with Hold recommendations as well.

Frequently Asked Questions
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Now let us look at Sell recommendations. There can be two situations here.

If there is no recommendation subsequent to the Sell recommendation we show maximum drop in stock
price from date of sell recommendation till date.

If the Sell recommendation is followed up by another recommendation, we show maximum drop in stock
price between the two recommendation dates.

Basically we have tried to cover all hypothetical instances in this note that may help you better understand the
return calculations and closed positions of our recommendations. If you have any query pertaining to it please do
write in to us for further clarifications.

Definitions of Terms Used

Buy recommendation: This means that the subscribers could consider buying the concerned stock at
current market price keeping in mind the tenure and objective of the recommendation service.

Hold recommendation: This means that the subscribers could consider holding on to the shares of the
company until further update and not buy more of the stock at current market price.

Buy at lower price: This means that the subscribers should wait for some correction in the market price
so  that  the  stock  can  be  bought  at  more  attractive  valuations  keeping  in  mind the  tenure  and  the
objective of the service.

Sell  recommendation:  This  means that  the  subscribers  could  consider  selling  the stock at current
market price keeping in mind the objective of the recommendation service.

DISCLOSURES UNDER SEBI (RESEARCH ANALYSTS) REGULATIONS, 2014

INTRODUCTION:
Equitymaster Agora Research Private Limited (hereinafter referred to as "Equitymaster"/"Company") was incorporated on October 25, 2007. Equitymaster is a joint
venture between Quantum Information Services Private Limited (QIS) and Agora group. Equitymaster is a SEBI registered Research Analyst under the SEBI (Research
Analysts) Regulations, 2014 with registration number INH000000537.

BUSINESS ACTIVITY:
An independent  research initiative,  Equitymaster is  committed  to  providing honest and unbiased views,  opinions  and recommendations on various  investment
opportunities across asset classes.

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY:
There are no outstanding litigations against the Company, it subsidiaries and its Directors.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR RESEARCH REPORT:
For the terms and conditions for research reports click here.

DETAILS OF ASSOCIATES:
Details of Associates are available here.

DISCLOSURE WITH REGARDS TO OWNERSHIP AND MATERIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:

'subject company' is a company on which a buy/sell/hold view or target price is given/changed in this Research Report.a. 
Equitymaster holds 1 share of HDFC Bank Ltd as per the guidelines prescribed by the Board of Directors of the Company. The investment is made for research
purposes only.

b. 

Equitymaster has no other financial interest in HDFC Bank Ltd.c. 
Equitymaster has no financial interest in any other subject company.d. 
Except for 'HDFC Bank Ltd' Equitymaster's Associate(s) have no financial interest in any other Subject Company forming a part of this report.e. 
Equitymaster's Research Analyst or his/her relative doesn't have any financial interest in the subject company.f. 
Neither Equitymaster, it's Associates, Research Analyst or his/her relative have actual/beneficial  ownership of one percent or more securities of the subject
company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of the research report.

g. 

Neither Equitymaster, it's Associates, Research Analyst or his/her relative have any other material conflict of interest at the time of publication of the researchh. 
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Sorry! There are no related views on news for this
company

report.

DISCLOSURE WITH REGARDS TO RECEIPT OF COMPENSATION:

Neither Equitymaster nor it's Associates have received any compensation from the subject company in the past twelve months.a. 
Neither Equitymaster nor it's Associates have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company in the past twelve months.b. 
Neither Equitymaster nor it's Associates have received any compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject
company in the past twelve months.

c. 

Equitymaster has not received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the
subject company in the past twelve months. Equitymaster's Associate has received compensation for products or services other than investment banking or
merchant banking or brokerage services from Axis Bank Limited under a service agreement;

d. 

Neither Equitymaster  nor it's  Associates have received any compensation or other benefits from the subject  company or third party  in  connection with the
research report.

e. 

GENERAL DISCLOSURES:

The Research Analyst has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.a. 
Equitymaster or the Research Analyst has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company.b. 

Definitions of Terms Used:

Buy recommendation: This means that the subscriber could consider buying the concerned stock at current market price keeping in mind the tenure and objective
of the recommendation service.

a. 

Hold recommendation: This means that the subscriber could consider holding on to the shares of the company until further update and not buy more of the stock
at current market price.

b. 

Buy at lower price: This means that the subscriber should wait for some correction in the market price so that the stock can be bought at more attractive
valuations keeping in mind the tenure and the objective of the service.

c. 

Sell  recommendation:  This  means  that  the  subscriber  could  consider  selling  the  stock  at  current  market  price  keeping  in  mind  the  objective  of  the
recommendation service.

d. 

Feedback:

If you have any feedback or query or wish to report a matter, please do not hesitate to write to us.

Is it the Time to Buy Aviation Stocks as Fuel Costs
Fall?
(Sector Info)

Jan 9, 2019

Crude  oil  prices  have  fallen.  Is  this  a  good
opportunity to buy aviation stocks?

Balkrishna Industries: Does the Recent
Correction Offer Enough Margin of Safety?
(StockSelect Special Report)

Jan 7, 2019

What's in it for investors after nearly 8% correction
in the last month.

Bharat Forge
(StockSelect)

Dec 28, 2018

StockSelect  recommendation  and  Performance
Review for the month of December 2018.

Is the ONGC Buyback Offer Lucrative?
(StockSelect Special Report)

MORE ON OIL INDIA LTD. MORE STOCKSELECT
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Copyright © Equitymaster Agora Research Private Limited.
Whitelist | Refer | Terms | Privacy | Contact | About | Sitemap

Equitymaster Agora Research Private Limited (Research Analyst) 103, Regent Chambers, Above Status Restaurant, Nariman Point,
Mumbai - 400 021. India.

Telephone: +91-22-61434055. Fax: +91-22-22028550. Email: info@equitymaster.com. Website: www.equitymaster.com.
CIN:U74999MH2007PTC175407

Dec 24, 2018

Should StockSelect subscribers tender their shares
in the buyback offer?

Airtel, Vodafone-Idea or RJio - Who Will Win the
Telecom Race?
(Sector Info)

Dec 21, 2018

In just a couple of years, the 12 telecom operators
in the country, suddenly shrunk to 4. Now, who will
win the final race?

More Views on News      Recommended Reading

ABOUT EQUITYMASTER

Since 1996, Equitymaster has been the source for honest and credible opinions on investing in India. With solid research and
in-depth analysis Equitymaster is dedicated towards making its readers- smarter, more confident and richer every day. Here's
why hundreds of thousands of readers spread across more than 70 countries Trust Equitymaster.

All rights reserved. Any act of copying, reproducing or distributing this newsletter whether wholly or in part, for any purpose without the permission of Equitymaster
is strictly prohibited and shall be deemed to be copyright infringement.

LEGAL  DISCLAIMER:  Equitymaster  Agora  Research  Private  Limited  (Research  Analyst)  bearing  Registration  No.  INH000000537  (hereinafter  referred  as
'Equitymaster') is an independent equity research Company. Equitymaster is not an Investment Adviser. Information herein should be regarded as a resource only
and should be used at one's own risk. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation to buy any securities and Equitymaster will not be liable for any losses incurred or
investment(s) made or decisions taken/or not taken based on the information provided herein. Information contained herein does not constitute investment advice
or a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual subscribers. Before acting on
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any recommendation, subscribers should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek an independent professional
advice. This is not directed for access or use by anyone in a country, especially, USA, Canada or the European Union countries, where such use or access is
unlawful or which may subject Equitymaster or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement. All content and information is provided on an 'As Is' basis
by Equitymaster.  Information herein  is  believed  to  be  reliable but  Equitymaster  does not  warrant  its  completeness or  accuracy  and expressly  disclaims all
warranties  and conditions of  any  kind,  whether  express  or  implied.  Equitymaster  may hold  shares  in  the  company/ies  discussed herein.  As  a  condition to
accessing Equitymaster content  and website,  you agree to our  Terms and Conditions of Use,  available  here.  The performance data quoted represents past
performance and does not guarantee future results.

SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations 2014, Registration No. INH000000537.
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